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ABSTRACT

The nature and SOllrCI' of biases to ESCS-Stat j,,;t ics survey estimates

Cduseu by nonresponsl' ,-/,-" invl'stigClteu in this rC'-,(',lICh report. The concept

of relativc bias is intr,)duced Clnd discussed for thfl'l' states (Colorado,

Minnesota anu Nebrask.l) ,md two surveys. Data is t,j~l'n from hog and cattle

list frame surveys. It is shown that ESCS-StaListics cstimates are likely

to biClsed downward dUl' to a) high nonrL'sponse ratl'.'; ,md b) generally smaller

strdtum means [or rl'sp'1[1dl'l1ts than nonrespondl'rIt:o.
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INTRODUCTION

Several states in the Hog and Cattle Multiple Frame (t1F) survey are

experiencing a large percentage of refusals and inaccessibles. Current survey

procedures delete refusals and inaccessibles from the sample and adjust the

expansion factor to reflect only completed reports for estimating population

parameters. This would be an acceptable procedure with a very high response

rate, say larger than 95 percent. However, when refusal/inaccessible rates

are close to 20 percent and in some cases 30 percent in the large operation

strata, the assumption that the distribution of refusals and inaccessibles is

the same as those who respond may not be valid. Three states agreed to

cooperate in a research project to test this assumption: Colorado, for the

January and July I, 1977 cattle surveys, and Minnesota and Nebraska for June

and September 1, 1977 hog surveys. The strata definitions and sample alloca-

tions for the strata included in this study are presented for each state in

Table Al in the Appendix. ~ote that the extreme operator (EO) strata were not

analyzed in this study due to the current policy of rotation sampling with no

overlap between survey periods.

METHODOLOGY

Data Collection

These States were asked to identify refusalsjinaccessibles from the pre-

vious survey and assign their best enumerators to conduct the interview in

person. Refusals and inaccessibles can be identified in the previous survey

by the response code on the multiple frame data file. The following codes

summarize the type of response associated with each name selected in the sample:
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Response Code

1

"Responded" 2
for this
Analysis 3

4

5

( 6

"Nonresponse" 7
for this [Analysis 8

9

Description

Mail return for most of report

Telephone for most of report

Interview for most of report

Estimated for most of report

Known Zero

Mail refusal

Telephone refusal

Interview refusal

Inaccessible

Each state was also asked to keypunch the control data associated with

the sampling unit (hog or cattle index) with the survey data. The current

survey's data was then merged with the previous survey's data by strata and

operator identification number.

Table 1 defines the response domains of the study and gives the number of

observations in each domain for the three states. "Responded" for this

analysis will mean any type of response, mail, phone, interview, known 0, or

estimated. "Refusal" similarly is any type of refusal.
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Table 1: Number and Percentage of Observations in Each Response Domain,
Colorado, Nebraska, Minnesota 1977

Domain Respondent Colorado Nebraska Minnesota
Number Description (Jan. , July Cattle) (June, Sept. Hogs) (June, Sept. Hogs)

No. % No. % No. %

1 Responded
both
surveys 1098 81.4 915 71.5 I 1464 81.6

I

2 Responded
then
refused 45 3.3 94 7.3 79 4.4

3 Responded
then
inaccessible 32 2.4 10 .8 10 .6

4 Refused
then
responded 64 4.7 94 7.3 80 4.5

5 Inaccessible
then

I

responded 26 1.9 29 2.3 16 .9

6 Refused or
inaccessible
both surveys 85 6.3 I 138 10.8 I 144 8.0

I

I I
I

The special enumerator assignments undertaken for this study were an

attempt to reduce nonresponse by concentrating on those missing in the previous

survey. From Table 1 it may be seen this effort resulted in the conversion of

40 to 50 percent of earlier nonrespondents (domains 4 and 5 vs 6). However,

almost as many reports were then lost from the first survey to the second

(domains 2 and 3 vs 4 and 5). Therefore, the effect of the special enumeration

effort on the overall response rate was quite small.
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A question then arises about the impact of enum~rators on the willingness

to cooperate. ApparentLy a change in enumerators c'Jupled with a personal

visit will result in some success at converting [orlner refusals. On the other

hand, diverting attentiun from former respondents md;' lose reports. It

therefore, seems advisable to try different approaclles or different enumerators

with refusals while ma int,Jining consistency in L'ontclcting respondents according

to their preference--teLephone or in person and perhaps even time of day. It

would also seem worthwhile to analyze the effectiveness of each enumerator in

avoiding refusals or inacl'essibles. This would necessitate coding the

enumerators on their ass igrled ques tionnaires to ma tl'hwi th response codes,

measuring their ability Ll'convert previous nonrespundents and isolating the

enumerator effect in high refusal areas. These stl'I'Smean additional book-

keeping and analysis for tile SSO but they become increasingly important with

the rising nonresponse rate.

Following a discus;;iun of the concept of rclativl' bias in estimates due to

nonresponse, the impact uf differences in the above domains on the survey

indications of the thn'l' states and two survey peri'1ds studied will be analyzed.

Concept of Relative Bias

Currently ESCS summarizes only those who responded to the current list

frame livestock survey to estimate totals and reduces the sample size for non-

respondents. To es tima t l' the nonresponse bias in thL'se procedures consider the

following formulation from Platek, et al [2].
Consider estimating the population total X for some characteristic "X",

such as total cattle in Colorado. Then the entire population can be classified

as respondents and nonrespondents according to tht, following, two-way table.
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Respondent.:; NonRespondents Total Population
(Cooperators) (Missin )

Total for 'X' Xc ~ X Xc + ~

Number of
units C M N C + M

Of course ~ is not known and must be adjusted for, using some compensation

procedure. Let 2M be the value imputed for~. Then

X Xc + 2M estimates X.

The bias of X is:

(1) B(X) X - X

2 -
M

\r) ( 1)

The current policy essentially lets 2M be represented by Xc so the bias becomes

the number of nonrespondents (M) times the difference between the respondent

mean and nonrespondent mean, i.e., B(X) = M(XC - ~).

The relative bias of X may then be represented by:

(2) RB(X)
M(XC - ~)

C(Xc) + M(~) •

This expression may then be represented in terms of response rates (r c-)
N

and ratio of means It by the following:

(3) RB (X) (1 r)(l t)
r + t (1 - c)

, where 1 - r = nonresponse rate,
_ Xc
X = andC C
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This representation thl'n allows the relative' bi-is RB(X) to be shown graphically

for various values (1 - r) and l in Figure 1. It is llbvious from Figure 1

that the more the rdtill {' departs from 1 and the' highl'r the nonresponse rate

the greater the relative bias.

Figure 1: Relative Bias as a Function of Nonresponse Rate (1 - r) and
Ratio of Means (f = ~/XC).
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ANALYSIS

Relative Bias in Survey Indications

Now, for the Coloardo, Minnesota and Nebraska data sets, consider the

potential impact of nonrespondents on the respective estimates. That is,

what is the likely relative bias in the January and July Colorado cattle

indications and the June and September hog indications in Minnesota and

Nebraska? To measure this, the following computations are needed:

a) the mean of those reporting batt surveys (XB)--first survey (XB1)

and second survey (XB2),

b) the mean of those who reported only for a single survey (Xs)--

reported only for first survey (XSl) or only for second (XS2)'

c) the combined mean of all who reported in a given survey (XC)--

combination of XB and XS--corresponds to the mean number of

cattle or hogs reported in each respective survey--XC1 and XC2'

d) a ratio estimate of the nonrespondent mean (~}....-\1l and ~2--based

on the relationship between X and X for the one survey whereS B

comparable data wen~ available.

The above means are presented with their respective number of observations by

strata in Tables A2-A4 in the Appendix. It may be readily seen from these

tables that the mean values for those who responded in both surveys (XB) are

generally below the level of those who would only cooperate in one survey

(XS). The estimated means for the survey where the reports were missing (~),

based on comparable data in the other survey, a~e considered a reasonable
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approximation due to the favorable correlations achieved between survey periods

in most strata for thost' respondents common to both surveys. This assumes the

change between surveys was similar for consistent respondents and single time

respondents. The betwecll survey correlations are presented in Table AS in the

Appendix.

Control data, available for the entire sample, were of little value for

estimating nonrespondents (missing in one surveyor both) due to poor correla-

tions between reported data and control data (See Appendix Table A6).

It is now possible to estimate the relative bias in each survey by

stratum and for the combined strata based on equation (3) given the total

nonresponse rate [(1 - r) = (1 - Tabulated Reports)] and the ratio of theTotal Sample

expected nonrespondent nll:anto the respondent mean [f ,= \r/xC]' These are

given in the following tables (2, 3, 4). Since those who did not respond

to either survey are included in the nonresponse rates, it is tacitly

assumed that these nonrpspondents are more nearly like the single occasion

nonrespondents than thp rp~pondents to both surveys.

Table 2 : Relative Bias, Colorado, Jan. and July, 1')77 Cattle

Nonresponse Nunrespondent Respondent Relative
Stratum Rate Est. Mean I Mean Ratio Bias

(1 - r) (\r) (XC) (t) (%)
l~an.

----- -~--
Jan . July Jan. July July Jan. July Jan. July

1 .10 .05 1 . 9 2.0 12.4 .95 + .5 0
I

2 .11 .10 5'3.1 48.6 37.8 38.21 I .liO 1.27 - 4.2 -2.6

3 .15 .14 1(H). 5 150.3 129.8 133.] I .77 1.13 + 3.6 -1.8

4 .16 .14 ;'5H.5 279.5 210.9 242.11 1..2 3 1.15 - 3.5 -2.1
I

5 .12 . If . H4 'l, 8 510.6 417.3 424.0 ? . Cl2 1.20 -10.9 -2.7

Combined .13 .12 - 3.5 -2.3
------- ~- -
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Table 3: Relative Bias, Nebraska, June and September, 1977 Hog and Pig Surveys

stratuml
Nonresponse Nonrespondent 1 Respondent Relative

Rate Est. Mean
I

Hean Ratio Bias
(1 - r) (~) (XC) (f) (%)

June Sept June Sept ! June Sept I June Sept I June SeptI

I I,

20.0 I
I10 .10 .04 0.0 6.6 5.0 : 0 4.00 +]1.1 -10.7

i

4.2 I

I20 .10 .05 3.4 5.6 4.2 I .61 1.00 + 4.] 0
I

30 .18 .17 25.2 60.3: 40.0 '~9.4 .63 I 7.] - 8.31.53 I +
i

40 .28 .28 141. 9 105.8; 133.8 116.2 1.06 .91 - 1.7 + 2.6
,

I50 .30 .33 206.7 191.4; 194.2 190.8 1.06 1.00 - 1.8 0
i

.20 .18 I + ].4 - 1.5Combined I

Table 4: Relative Bias, Minnesota, June and September, 1977 Hog and Pig Surveys

.
!

Nonresponse Nonrespondent I Respondent Relative
Stratum Rate Est. Mean

I
Mean Ratio Bias

(1 - r) (~) (XC) cn (%)
June Sept June Sept June Sept i June Sept June Sept

11 .06 .04 0 0 5.5 4.0 0 0 I + 6.4 +4.2
i

I

I12 .05 .04 22.8 0 5.3 5.2 4.30 0 I -14.2 +4.2
I

I
I

31 .06 .02 0 0 .5 2.2 ! 0 0 + 6.4 +2.0
I I
I

61 .13 .10 I 46.0 20.1 22.4 26.6 2.05 .76: -12.0 +2.5
I

i 81.2 60.1 1 1.77 1.31 -]3.3 -5.062 .20 .17 I 106.1 62.1 i
!

63 .21 .25 180.4 187.1 157.1 161. 2 1.15 1.16 - 3.1 -3.8
I

64 I .21 .22 136.9 299.2 197.1 226.01 .69 1.32' + 7.0 -6.6I
I

65 .22 .30
I

424.7 388.3 378.4 388.7 1.12 1.00· - 2.6 0
I

IICombined .13 .12 I - 5.1 -1.6
I
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In tables (2, 3, 4) wide variations can be seen in the estimated relative

bias between strata and between surveys due to differences in the nonresponse

rates and rati"" of nonresp<)ndent means to respondent means. This disturbs the

comparability of the dir.'ct l'xpansions between survl'Ys. As one would expect,

the greater the nonresponse rate and the larger thp differences between the

means, th", larger the relative bias. A negative relative bias means the

original estimate was tOD low when nonrespondents werl' ignored and a positive

sign means the estimate \",18 too high. Values ranged from -14 percent relative

bias to +11 percent. Hm"l'vl'r, most of the major cat t ]v strata ill Colorado

and hog strata in Nebraska cmcl Minnesota were biased dnwnward (negative

relative bias) so the oVl'r,t11 t'stimates for tht'se c,tr-ata were generally too

Although offsetting bi..lses between strata reducl'cJ :Jverall bias it would

be a mistake to assume any consistency in the net effect. The prevailing

direction of the bias is downward but the amount depl'nds on the wi_de fluctua-

t ions in individual s tra t.1 . It must also be remcmbervd that the mean for all

nonrespondents was estimatc,l based on what was known about those who failed to

respond to only one of tlw l\·J() surveys. Di fferences may be even larger if

those who didn't respond to vi ther survey had mean v,d U·"S further from the

respondent mean than the single time nonrespondents.

Based on the available data, the Colorado caltll' inventory indications

for the five strata analyzl'd may have been biased dowllv.'drd for January and

July by 3.5 percent and 2.3 percent respectively. These strata account for

40 - 45 percent of the total inventory so if there werl' no further bias from

extreme operator nonrespondents the multiple frame survvy indications would

have been too low by 1 to ] 12 percent. This soun·t~ of llunsampling error

+ .(negative bias) compares to sampling error of - 3.9 percent 1n Colorado for

these surveys.



frame surveys.

June and 1.6 percent in September.
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Nebraska hog indications for five strata (excepting extreme operator

samples which were rotated between surveys) were estimated to be biased

upward by 1.4 percent in June and biased downard by 1.5 percent in September.

These strata account for about 55 percent of the Nebraska hog estimate. A

shift like this in the bias between surveys could result in a three percentage

point shift in the indicated percent change between quarters from the multiple
+ .The relative sampling error was - 5.2 percent 1n June and

~ 3.8 percent in September for Nebraska.

Minnesota hog indications for the strata analyzed account for 55 percent

of the inventory and may have been biased downward by as much as 5 percent in
. +Sampling error was approx1mately - 7 per-

cent of the estimated inventory in these two months. Overall nonresponse rate

was 12 - 13 percent but the major hog producing strata had 20 to 30 percent

nonresponse. Even small differences between the means of respondents and

nonrespondents at these nonresponse rates have considerable impact on the

reldtive bias.

The effect of the special enumeration efforts undertaken for this study

appears to have been a reduction in the relative bias of the second survey in

Colorado and Minnesota and a reversal of the nature of the bias in Nebraska.

Close examination of the stratum nonresponse rates shows the greatest impact

of the increased emphasis on former refusals occurred in the lower size group

strata with little effect on nonresponse in the larger strata. This is

probably because there is already a concerted ~ffort made to get data for

large operations while those in lower size groups have not previously been

emphasized. However, the largest differences in the means between respondents

and nonrespondents often occurred in the lower strata so reducing these non-

response rates becomes important to reducing overall bias.
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Nature of the__NonreSJ)Y!ldy_r1.S~s

In the previous sl'l'tilln it was shown that thl' (l\1l'Ll11 list frame indica-

tions tend to be biasL'd downward. In this see t i on ('l'rtain aspec ts of the

refusals and inaccessihles who comprise the nonresponelent group are studied.

Insufficient obscrv.1t Lons for inaccessibll',s :l],)nl' prevent a meaningful

comparison of means bl'twl'l'n refusLlls and inaccl'ssibll's. JlO\IICVer, as a

minimum, the presence ( r' ,lbsencc of 1iVL'stock ' 11t hl'~;l' operations may be

noted. Table 5 summarizL's the proportion of posit ivl' rcports among respondents

and nonrespondents (refus,lls <1nd inaccessibles) flll' l'dch state. For all

three states the proportion llf positive reports am(ln~'. sometime refusals was

much higher than for thos,' who consistently respondt'cI. HlJWeVer, the proportion

of positive reports among those who were inacc.£s~,i_~l_l, one survey was generally

found to be very low. ThL' exception carne from cattl,' operators in Colorado

who reported in Januar~ with a large proportion having cattle but were

inaccessible for some, l'aSlln in the July surVl>Y.

Overall the proporti,)n of one-time nonrespondl'Jlts who had livestock was

higher than those who rt'p"ctcd both times, espl'c1.1l1y for hogs. These

differences between resplJT1dent groups and betwcl'n sllrveys suggest that refusals

and inaccessibles are not distributed like respondents and that supplementary

information would be hCIleficial to suggest the possihle impact of nonresponse

on each survey indication. A study by Crank [8: ill thl' March 1978 Nebraska

hog survey showed 63 perC'l'ut of nonrespondents had hogs compared to only 28

percent with hogs among n~:pondents (weighted aVl'Ll~;l' of all strata). That

study included information about the presence or ahsl'nce of hogs for 80 percent

of all nonrespondents (including extreme operators) on a current basis compared

to 40-50 percent determined here for non-EO strata. By substituting the mean



Table 5: Percent Positive Livestock Reports by State and Survey

--------------_.,-------------_._-------~------------------_._~---------------
I____ ~orad~a ttIe __ --- -.liebr'!.sl<..<1_J:i_Sl.£t>.ti l~!..r:Ees<2...ta~~ _

I! ,! i;I Jan Srvy fJuly Srvy r ,June Srvy, Sept Srvy, ;June Srvy, Sept Srvy
No. I Wtd. Pct.1 Wtd. Pct.: No. 'Wtd. Pct.: Wtd. Pct.; No. ! Wtd. Pct :Wtd. Pet.-18£.0 rts; Po sit ive i Po sit iv$~po rts.0_~~_~t_ive __Po~ it iv~~!3-ep.'.?rtsixosi~~y_~~os iJ~_:!:.'J_~._.

, I

If % % I It % %' It % %
i

I 1354 62 i 941 25 . 1478 16

I 1354

Nonrespondents 2nd Survey I
Nonrespondents 1st Survey I

I
I
I
I
I

DOMAIN

Responded to both
Surveys

Refused 2nd Survey
Refused 1st Survey

,
Inaccessible 2nd Survey!

I

Inaccessible 1st Survey;

77

90

45

64

32
26

79

82

74

62

63

80

28

941

105
123

95
94

10
29

60

61

-'-"

23

32

43

13

1478

89
96

79
80

10
16

35

41

14

16

29

33

13

I•....
.p-
I

* Observations for this domain not available for all strata to combine for comparison purposes.
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of the respondents with hogs for non-respondents who were known to have hogs

and zeros for those withoul hogs, he found the survey indication increased

nearly 6 percent for the list sample. Thus, both studies indicate the prevail-

ing direction of bias dUl- to nonresponse is downward. However, as evidenced

by the two survey periods ill this study, the amount of the downward bias may

not be consistent so that supplementary information .)n a current basis for each

survey becomes important tll monitor changes in the bias.
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Conclusions/Recommendations

Several observations concerning enumeration techniques and the impact of

nonrespondents on list frame livestock indications arose from this study:

1. Approximately 40-50 percent of previous refusals can be converted

through personal enumeration in the following survey. However,

special efforts will also have to be made to avoid losing former

respondents.

2. More work is needed to evaluate the role of individual enumerators

(phone or personal) in either causing or preventing refusals and

inaccessibles.

3. Control data were of little value in estimating for nonrespondents

due to poor correlations between reported data and control data.

However, between survey correlations are high enough to be of

assistance i~ estimating for previous respondents who did not

respond in the current survey.

4. MultiplEVframe livestock estimates are generally biased downward

because nonrespondent means on the list frame tend to be larger

than respondent means.

5. Nonrespondent means are larger for two reasons:

a) larger operations tend to refuse more than smaller operations

[Tables 2, 3 & 4] (evidenced by the increasing refusal rates

for the larger size group strata and larger means for sometime

refusals within strata).

b) the proportion of operations actually having the cattle or hogs

of interest is higher among refusals than it is for respondents

[Table 5] (a reason operator refuses is because he has livestock

and doesn't want to reveal the number).
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6. Emphasis is cur n'nt ly on increasing the n,,;!)(Jnse among large

operations. I'll i;-, Ls necessary because 11.}--,,;~h__ I1onresponse rates among

these strata aCI_l'rtuate even small difflTl'fll'C'S between respondent

and nonrespl1ndl'I1t me'ans and increase bias. However, it is no less

important to further improve the response among the operations in

smaller size 5t rati1 because l,~_rge differc:!1t'y_~ between the means of

respondents and l1onrespondents in these stLIL1 also have a sizeable

impact on the hi-Is even \.Jith low nonrespo!1se rates.

7. Large changes ill thc' means of the smaller 5i7-c group strata can

occur because' d Il'W positive livestock rl'pi1rts among the large

number of zerll;-, in these strata coupled \"i t II large expansion factors

can have a con::.Lderable effect.

8. Because !1onres]_'iJlldcnt means differ from rl's ,>ondent means, changes

in survey procl'Jures regarding nonresponcll'nt-; will affect compara-

bility of surv." indications between SUrVL'\S.

9. Occasional refu.;,1l5 had a consistently larl',l'r proportion. of positive

reports for thc

to both survev;-;.

ivcstock of interest thaI} did those who responded

Inaccessibles generally, though not consistently,

had a greater proportion of zero reports. NilIlrespondents in the

second survey per iod had a larger proport i.in of positive reports

than c1id first sllrvey nonrespondents l'veD t hi\ugh those who reported

in both surVCVH remained constant. This ,'hange from one survey

period to anotl1l'r 3mong nonrespondents is sl,!:;nificant since the

between survev ,'()rnparability of the esti!ll,ltL"~ is affected.

Consistent estimators of ,'hange plus estimators whieh compensate for non-

response should be deve lopl'd and impll'mented to con t rl" I nonsampling errors in

livestock surveys. One ['pssible approach is the USL ,if a successive sampling
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regression or ratio estimator for the portion of the sample matched between

survey periods coupled with an indication of effect of nonresponse such as the

estimator based on supplementary evidence of livestock discussed by Crank [8].
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APPENDIX A

Tabl~s Referenced in Text



Table Al: Strata Definitions and Sample Allocations for Those States and Strata Studied

Colorado (Jan/Ju1y, 1977) Nebraska (June/Sept, 1977) Minnesota (June/Sept, 1977)

Stratum Stratum Sample Stratum Stratum Sample Stratum Stratum Sample
Number Definition Allocation Number Definition Allocation Number Def init ion Allocation

1 0 Cattle 39 10 No Livestock 104 11 No Information 68

2 1-124 Cattle 566 20 No Hogs 289 12 No Livestock 358

3 125-274 Cattle 334 30 1-99 Hogs 314 31 No Hogs 228

4 275-499 Cattle 219 40 100-199 Hogs 343 61 1-74 Hogs 362

5 500-999 Catt1e 192 50 200-299 Hogs 230 62 75-149 Hogs 273 I
N
0
I

63 150-299 Hogs 208

64 300-399 Hogs 155

65 400-699 Hogs 141
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Table A2: Comparisons B~tween Means for Respondents tc, Both Surveys (~B)'
Respondents to 3 single Survey (is)' and thp Estimated Mean for
Nonrespondents (».1)' Colorado, January and luly, 1977.

Stratum

Respondents
Both Surveys

__ :..J..<1..~.ualJ_=- _

Respondents I
iOnly in I All January

______ }_Cln~Cl_~.Y. ~--~-SJl9-I~lly-n t:'3.. ""

Estimated
January

Nonresponden_t~_
- - I _

No. XB1 No. XS1 No. \: I No. ~1
------------- - ------ -- ---- - -t- ----- --------------j------------- - - --j- -----------------

I

1

2

3

4

5

15

475

261

171

156

2.0

17.2

128.8 ,

208.4 ,

407.9

28

23

12

14

48.6

142.3

245.9

522.9

35

503

284

183

170

2.0

'\7.8

129.8

210.9

4 I 7 .3

1

33

28

17

10

1.9

53.1

100.5

258.5

843.8
----+---- ------- -- -'~- -----~----~ --' ------ -

Respondents : Respondent I
Both Surveys Only in 1 All Ju 1 y

! I
-JU1Y----t Ju1~ fe~2.1..~~~SI

No. XB2 +__ ~~o. XS_~__ No '-_ ~X('2 _--t
35 12.7 12.0 3h 12.4 I

475 37.2 13 53.1 508\8.2 I
261 136.0 28 106.1 289 111.1 I

I
.: (j :i . I I

I

i
823.9 166 424.0 I 14___________________--L

Estimated July
NonrespondentsStratum

I

2

3

4

5

171

156

236.9

398. 3

1 7

10

293.8 188

No.

28

23

12

~2

48.6

150.3

279.5

510.6
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Table A3: Comparisons Between Means for Respondents to Both Surveys (XB),

Respondents to a Single Survey (XS)' and the Estimated Mean for

Nonrespondents (~), Nebraska, June and September, 1977.

Respondents Respondents
Both Surveys Only in All June Estimated June

Stratum -June- June Respondents Nonrespondents
No. XB1 No. XS1 No. XC1 No. ~1

10 92 6.2 2 23.0 94 6.6 8 0.0

20 249 5.6 10 5.5 259 5.6 26 3.4

30 230 38.0 29 55.9 259 40.0 31 25.2

40 212 135.3 34 124.0 246 133.8 35 141. 9

50 132 193.8 29 196.4 161 194.2 23 206.7

Respondents Respondents All I Estimated
Both Surveys Only in September September

Stratum -September- September Respondents Nonrespondents
No. XB2 No. XS2 No. XC2 No. ~2

10 92 5.4 8 0.0 100 5.0 2 20.0

20 249 4.3 26 2.6 275 4.2 10 4.2

30 230 41.0 31 27.2 261 39.4 29 60.3

40 212 115.4 35 121.0 247 116.2 I 34 105.8
I

50 132 188.9 23 201. 5 155 190.8 I 29 191. 4
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Table A4: Comparisons Between Means for Respondents to Both Surveys (iB),

Respondents tu a Single Survey (~S)' and the Estimated Mean for

Nonrespondent s (\\), Minnesota, June and Sl'ptember, 1977.

----- - ---

Respondents f Respondents
Both Surveys Only in All June Estimated June

Stratum -June- June Responde~ts Nonrespondents~- - --~
No. XBl No. XSI No. XCI No. ~1-t--

I

11 63 5.6 1 0.0 64 5.5 2 0.0

12 332 5 ' 9 0.0 341 5.3 12 22.8• _l

31 210 , 4 0.0 214 .5 13 0.0• _J

61 306 22.5 10 18.1 316 22 .4 19 46.0

62 207 58./ 13 81. 6 220 60.1 20 106.2

63 143 153. 'i 22 180.7 165 157. l 13 180.4

64 111 191.b 12 247.6 123 197.1 10 136.9

65 92 378.0 18 380.9 110 ')78.4 7 424.7

Respondents Respondents AI] Estimated
Both Surveys Only in September September

Stratum -September- September Res~JI1d~nts Nonrespondents
No. XB2 No. XS2 No. \:2 No. ~2

11 63 4. ;) 2 0.0 65 ,~.0 1 0.0

12 332 4.7 12 19.5 344 5.2 9 0.0

31 210 2.4 13 0.0 223 2.2 4 0.0

61 306 25.U 19 51.1 325 26.6 10 20.1

62 207 57.9 20 105.7 227 62.1 13 81. 2

63 143 158. <) 13 186.7 156 161.2 22 187.1

64 III 231. 'j 10 165.4 121 226.0 12 299.2

65 92 385. 3 7 432.9 99 )88.7 18 388.3
-~---- --~---
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Table A5: Between Survey Correlation Coefficients for Respondents to Both
Surveys by Strata. 1977.

Colorado Nebraska Minnesota~
Jan-July Cattle June-Sept Hog June-Sept Hog

Stratum Correlations Stratum Correlations Stratum Correlations

1 -.04 10 .59 11 .98
2 .34 20 .88 12 .93
3 .59 30 .79 31 .19
4 .60 40 .88 61 .80
5 .68 50 .45 62 .75

63 .83
64 .64
65 .84



Table A6: Correlation Coefficients Between Reported Data and Control Data, by State and Stratum, 1977!/

Colorado Nebraska i Minnesota
1 • !II Jan. Reported July Reported June Reported Sept. Reported , June Reported Sept. Reported

Stratum i to Control to Control Stratum to Control to Control Stratum to Control to Control

I I
1

2 .18 .29 '30 .43 .33 61 .18 , .28! i
I I

3 , . 19 ·1 .22 I Cj() .:22 .2'3 f,2 .oq .07,
I I I

I I,
I I4 , .09 .11 50 I .13 .09 63 .12 .12I

5 .20 .15 64 .08 .01
, I 65 .25 .26

I

1/- Correlations not possible in strata where control data equal zero.

I
N
U1
I
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